
Arduino Lab 07 - Pushbutton 

Introduction 

A 'Push a Button to Light an LED' Lab is extremely simple and can be completed in a 

few minutes. This Lab will extend that concept to provide multiple parts to demonstrate 

a number of uses for pushbuttons. You can complete just the first part, or continue and 

complete all of the sections below. 

Description 

Here is the outline of the tasks to be completed here: 

 Links to good descriptions of Pull-Up and Pull-Down resistors will be given first 

for several reasons. 

1. Most electronics students are not introduced to this concept in typical 

electronics courses. 

2. Some microcontrollers DO NOT have Pull-Up or Pull-Down resistors built 

in to their product, so you must know how do do this if it is not built in. 

3. When Pull-Up resistors ARE INCLUDED as an internal part of the 

microcontroller (Arduino has built in Pull-Ups.), you need to know how 

they are used and/or activated. 

 Before you start, you will be hooking up two switches, each with pull-up resistor, 

and connected to one of the two pushbuttons. The first program will only use one 

of the pushbuttons, and subsequent programs will use both. 

 In the first program, you will use one pushbotton to turn an LED on and off. You 

will use serial communications to print the number of times the button was 

pushed on your computer screen. 

 In the second program, one of the buttons will be used to turn the LED on and 

the other will turn it off. Serial comms will tell you which switch was last pressed. 

 Program three will use one button to raise the voltage to the LED making it 

brighter, and the other botton will lower the voltage, making the LED dimmer. In 

this Lab, the serial output will tell you what voltage is being sent to the LED. 

Learning Objectives 



At the end of this lab, you will have demonstrated programming skills in the following 

areas: 

1. Monitor digital inputs, evaluate the input, then use this information to control 

devices through digital outputs. 

2. Monitor digital inputs, evaluate the input, then use this information to control 

devices through analog outputs 

3. Convert a 'fake' analog value from 0 to 1024 to a voltage level from zero to five 

volts. 

Parts Required: 

You will need the following to complete this Lab: 

 One Arduino Development Board (Duemilanove or Uno) 

 

 One USB cable that has connectors matching your Arduino board and your 

computer 



 Two Pull-Up Resistors, 10K Ohms 

 One current-limiting resistor for the LED, 220-270 Ohms 

 One LED 

 Two pushbutton switches 

Pull-Up and Pull-Down Resistors 

At first, I planned to include a detailed description here of Pull-Up and Pull-Down 

resistors, but I found a number of resources on the web that keep me from reinventing 

the wheel. If you only want to read one article, pick the first one. It is far better than 

anything I've found so far. 

 Very Basic Circuits; The Pull-up Resistor is an excellent article with illustrations 

 The SparkFun article 'Pull-Up Resistors' goes deeper and shows you how to 

determine the size of pull-up resistor to use. 

 And the Arduino article 'Digital Pins' gives a good explanation why 'floating' pins 

cause problems, and shows how to access the built-in 20K pull-up resistors in 

the Arduino series of boards. 

Programming 

The Setup() Module 

Arduino's programming language requires two modules: setup() and loop(). The 

optional setup() module would contain anything you need the program to initialize or set 

up before the program starts. In this case, we can use setup() to set pin 9 as the 

OUTPUT Pin to flash our LED. 

int LED_Pin = 9; // Use Pin 9 for the LED. (Any PWM Pin will 

work for this.)  

int howBright;   // Intensity of the LED: [0 = Off], [255 = 

Brightly Lit]  

 

void setup() 

{  



  pinMode(LED_Pin, OUTPUT);  

}  

The 'pinMode' line says: 'Set up pin 9 on the Arduino as an Output Pin'. 

Loop Module 

The Loop() module in the Arduino is designed to keep executing over and over until the 

program is terminated. What we wish the loop() to do is to light up the LED, turn it off, 

and repeat this sequence every second. 

Your code should look something like this: 

void loop()  

{  

  howBright = random(128,255);     // Change brightness to 

something between 128 and 255  

  analogWrite(LED_Pin, howBright); // Illuminate the LED with 

the brightness picked  

  delay(random(50,150));           // Makes LED seem to flicker 

when on for a random time  

}  

The three statements in the loop() performed over and over, give the illusion of a 

flickering light. The 'howBright' ststement picks a random brightness from half to fully lit. 

The 'analogWrite' statement sends the random brightness to the LED, and the 'delay' 

statement varies how long the LED stays lit at the selected brightness. Selecting a time 

from 50 to 150 milliseconds gives the random or flickering appearance to the LED. 

Compile and Run 

Now compile and run the program. The LED should start flickering much like a candle 

flame. 

 


